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Abstract
Biological systems are defined by their components, but also by the interac-
tions between these components. One type of interaction is a regulatory in-
teraction, whereby one component (a gene or its encoded protein) affects the
production or activity of a second component. For example, sequence-specific
DNA-binding proteins (transcription factors) physically associate with the
genome to regulate the expression of genes. Recently, the physical asso-
ciations of transcription factors with the genome have been mapped on a
global scale (Boyer et al., 2005; Carroll et al., 2006; Harbison et al., 2004;
MacArthur et al., 2009; Ouyang et al., 2009; yong Li et al., 2008). One way
to conceptualize these physical associations is as a graph of genes (nodes)
connected by potential regulatory interactions (edges) in a transcription reg-
ulatory network (Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004; Thieffry et al., 1998).
High-coverage collections of gene-deletion strains or RNA interference
reagents have allowed the phenotypic consequences of gene perturbations to
be systematically studied in several organisms (Boutros et al., 2004; Giaever
et al., 2002; Kamath et al., 2003), also in combination with environmental
perturbations (Hillenmeyer et al., 2008). The determinants of gene impor-
tance have been widely investigated (Bloom et al., 2006; Pa´l et al., 2006;
Wall et al., 2005), and approaches have been developed that globally pre-
dict which genes, when mutated, give rise to which phenotypic changes (Lee
et al., 2004, 2008; Pen˜a-Castillo et al., 2008).
In contrast, the importance of interactions between genes (Gao et al.,
2004) and the effects of perturbing regulatory interactions (Isalan et al.,
2008) are much less well understood. Mutations in regulatory regions are,
however, not of low importance. Rather, they are probably the main source of
phenotypic variation within and between species (Carroll, 2008; Prud’homme
et al., 2007; Wray, 2007) For example, in humans it is likely that most disease-
associated polymorphisms alter gene regulation rather than protein coding
sequences (Hindorff et al., 2009).
Transcription factors (TFs) normally have short and degenerate sequence-
binding preferences (Stormo, 2000). Across a typical eukaryotic genome,
therefore these sequences will be found in very large numbers, and indeed
genome-wide mapping studies confirm that most TFs are found physically
associated at very many locations in a genome (Harbison et al., 2004; yong
Li et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2005). Many of these sites are likely to be of
little functional importance (MacArthur et al., 2009; yong Li et al., 2008),
but what distinguishes the functional importance of a site?
Features that could influence the importance of a binding site (TFBS)
include the proximity of the site to a target gene, and the affinity of the
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site for a transcription factor. The biased distribution of TFBSs towards
transcription initiation sites in both yeast and mammals (Harbison et al.,
2004; Johnson et al., 2009; Tabach et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2005) supports a role
for position affecting importance. However the belief that only high scoring,
high affinity binding sites are functionally important for gene regulation has
been recently challenged (Segal et al., 2008; Tanay, 2006).
One approach to identify functionally important sites is to use evolution-
ary conservation. Although non-coding regions show generally higher rates of
evolution than coding sequences , comparisons between closely related species
can be used to discover and analyze sites that have been maintained by purify-
ing selection (Kellis et al., 2003; Odom et al., 2007). To date, although many
studies have demonstrated a high rate of TFBS turnover between species
(Dermitzakis and Clark, 2002; Doniger and Fay, 2007; Moses et al., 2006),
few features are known that influence the conservation of binding sites. Some
studies report stronger negative selection against mutations in overlapping
(Kim et al., 2009; Mustonen et al., 2008). Different promoter nucleosome po-
sitioning has also been found to be associated with different TFBS location
and turnover rate (Tirosh and Barkai, 2008). However, despite these obser-
vations, a comprehensive study on which TFBSs and regulatory interactions
are more important and why is still lacking.
The aim of this work is to partially address this shortcoming using the
transcription network of yeast as a model system. Using natural variation
both within (Liti et al., 2009) and between (MacIsaac et al., 2006) species I
identify features that predict the importance of individual binding sites and
regulatory edges on a global scale.
I find that the conservation of a binding site is more strongly influenced
by the regulator that recognizes it than by the importance of the target gene.
Conservation is also influenced by multiple contextual features of a promoter,
including distance from the start site, and the potential for compensatory reg-
ulation among sites. Indeed redundancy reduces the importance of binding
sites, just as it does for genes. I find that binding site mutations that are
likely to influence the expression of multiple genes either by being located in
a divergent promoter or by influencing the expression of a regulatory gene
are more likely to be detrimental. Moreover that sites bound by TFs higher
in the regulatory hierarchy are of greater overall importance. Further, I show
that less important sites are enriched in sub-telomeric regions with high mu-
tation rates.
By integrating these features together I construct a model of binding site
and network edge importance that shows good predictive performance across
an entire genome. These results show that a few simple properties can be
used to understand the deleterious effect of mutations that perturb edges
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rather than genes in a network. I anticipate that a similar approach may be
useful for understanding binding site importance in other species, including
in humans.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Biological systems: a network perspec-
tive
In recent years, thanks to a considerable advance in high- throughput tech-
nologies (the so called “omics” technologies) it has become possible to collect
large amount of data in a systematic, parallel, and unbiased manner at every
biological level: genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic. This new capability in
data collection allows now to analyze biological systems as whole. This global
approach represents an improvement over the reductionist approach in which
each component of the system is analyzed separately. A biological system in
fact is defined by its components but also by the connection between these
components.
In an useful conceptualization, a biological system can be modeled as a
network (or graph) in which components are represented by nodes and inter-
actions are represented by edges between nodes. Networks can be undirected
when the interactions between nodes are symmetrical, for example in protein-
protein interaction networks the relationship “protein B interacts with pro-
tein A” is equivalent to “protein A interacts with protein B”. Networks can
also be directed when the relationship between nodes is not symmetrical: for
example in gene regulatory networks the relationship “gene A regulates gene
B” is not equivalent to “gene B regulates gene A”. In this case the link is
usually represented by an arrow that starts from gene A and points to gene
B.
Network models have been applied at many levels of biolgical sytems:
protein-protein interactions, metabolism, gene regulation (see Baraba´si and
Oltvai, 2004 for a review). Despite their simplicity, network models can be
extremely useful in capture global emergent properties of the system that
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cannot be inferred from the properties and functions of its single elements.
1.2 Network structure
First studies mainly focused on topological properties of biological networks
that are the properties related to network structure. Several measures have
been introduced to quantify topological properties (see box 1.2). Algorithms
for the analysis of recurrent network motifs have been developed (Alon, 2007;
Milo et al., 2002) providing a description of network organization at local
level. For example recurrent network motifs that provide the basic “building
blocks” of yeast transcriptional regulatory network have been identified (Lee
et al., 2002) as shown in figure 1.1.
Global organization of biological networks has also been described (Babu
et al., 2004; Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004). From these studies emerge that
some features appear to be shared by the majority of biological systems
across all organisms. In particular biological network are characterized by as
a hierarchical and modular structure in which motifs combine in higher level
modules and network of modules. Another feature is the presence of a few
highly connected nodes (that are called hubs) that are reponsible of connect-
ing the whole structure, beside many node with low number of connection
(Baraba´si and Oltvai, 2004; Ravasz et al., 2002; Ravasz and Baraba´si, 2003).
Network models are an extremely simplified representation of the un-
derlying biology but nevertheless proved to be able to capture and explain
important functional properties of biological systems and of its components.
It has been shown for example that gene lethality is largely associated with
the topological position of its protein product in the protein protein inter-
action network of yeast (Jeong et al., 2001). Recently network hierarchical
structure has also been found to relate to dynamical properties of its nodes
such as the rate of mRNA and protein production and degradation, or gene
expression noise (Jothi et al., 2009). Examples of functional properties re-
lated to structure of the network have been found also in metabolism (Stelling
et al., 2002; Wunderlich and Mirny, 2006)
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Figure 1.1: Network motifs in transcriptional regulatory network of Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae (taken from Lee et al., 2002)
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Box 1.2. Network topological measures
Node degree or connectivity. The number of edges that connect
a node with the other nodes in the network. In directed networks the
number of edges that point to a node is defined as in degree while
the number of edges start from a node is defined out degree.
Node degree distribution. Degree distributio P (k) Represents
the probability that a given node in a network have k edges. Usu-
ally biological networks and other real networks do not show normal
distribution of node degree. They usually show a heavy tailed dis-
tribution that highlights the presence of a non negligible number of
nodes that are extremely connected that are defined as network hubs.
Shortest path and mean path length. Distance between two
nodes in a network is measured using shortest path length that is the
minimal number of edges that separate the two nodes. Mean path
length is the average over shortes path length between all pairs of
nodes in a network.
Clustering coefficient. Many networks show groups of nodes that
are very well connected to each other this can be quantified by the
clustering coefficient: for each node i the number of existing link n
among its ki first neighbors over the total maximum possible number
of links is defined as:Ci =
2ni
ki(ki−1)
so the clustering coefficient of the network G with N nodes can be
defined as: C(G) = 1
N
∑N
i=1Ci
1.3 Network dynamics
Biological systems are constantly changing in time to develop, divide and in
response to environmental stimuli. This important aspect is not captured
by a topological analysis alone that rather represents a unique picture of all
possible interactions superimposed. Several studies have investigated how
biological networks change over time. For example combining gene expres-
sion data with genome wide location data of transcription factors allowed to
describe the dynamics of transcriptional regulatory network of yeast during
cell cycle progression (Lee et al., 2002) or under different environmental con-
ditions (Luscombe et al., 2004). In higher multicellular eukaryotes network
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changes occur during development of organism in differentiated tissues. A
recent study examined how the network of protein protein interaction in hu-
man changes with various tissue and give insights on how the tissue specific
module are connected to the conserved core of house keeping proteins (Bossi
and Lehner, 2009)
1.4 Network perturbation
One of most useful approaches to understand a biological system is by sys-
tematically study how it reacts to perturbations. Different types of pertur-
bations can affect biological systems: genetic perturbations, such mutations
or polymorphisms - or environmental perturbation such as physical (heat) or
chemical (drugs) stimulus but also stochastic perturbation i.e. noise. With
perturbation strategy it is possible to identify which parts of the systems are
important for which responses (Giaever et al., 2002; Hillenmeyer et al., 2008;
Ideker et al., 2001; Kamath et al., 2003). By using mathematical models it
is also possible to infer how system elements are connected and reconstruct a
global network structure (Bansal et al., 2007; Bonneau et al., 2006; Gardner
et al., 2003). Once the network is reconstructed it possible to predict sys-
tem behavior and phenotypic output under different perturbations (Bonneau
et al., 2007).
It is also possible to address questions on how network constrains the
behaviour of single elements in the system and how network properties can
explain systems behavior and phenotypic output under perturbations. For
example it has been recently shown that selective pressure acts in minimiz-
ing the noise level of components that are essential or important for normal
growth because they are part of large interaction complexes and it is impor-
tant to preserve stoichiometric proportions of the interacting elements (Fraser
et al., 2004; Papp et al., 2003). Selection also acts in minimizing genes that
are harmful when overexpressed (Lehner, 2008) and recently it has been spec-
ulated that this depends on the property of these genes to make many low
affinity out of target interactions when overexpressed (Vavouri et al., 2009).
Two main strategies are used to analyze perturbations in biological sys-
tems: first, it is possible to analyze the effect of systematic experimentally
induced perturbations on a system (Boutros et al., 2004; Deutschbauer et al.,
2005; Giaever et al., 2002; Kamath et al., 2003). Second it is possible to study
natural perturbations, for example natural genetic variation that arise within
populations or between species during evolution using comparative genomics
(Boffelli et al., 2003; Kellis et al., 2003; Pa´l et al., 2006)
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1.4.1 Systematic node perturbation
Many studies have systematically investigated phenotypic consequences of
node perturbation (i.e. perturbations of genes or proteins). High-coverage
collections of gene-deleted strains have been generated in yeast (Deutschbauer
et al., 2005; Giaever et al., 2002) or systematic analysis of iRNA based in-
hibition of gene function have been performed in C elegans (Kamath et al.,
2003) and Drosophila melanogaster (Boutros et al., 2004). The phenotypic
consequence of perturbation due to overexpression of a gene rather than in-
hibition has also been analyzed in yeast (Gelperin et al., 2005; Sopko et al.,
2006).
From these large scale studies on gene perturbation it has been possible
to compile catalogs of genes that are essential or important for grow or genes
that are responsible for determined phenotypes. Strikingly it has been found
that essential genes are a minor fraction of the total genes in yeast (17%)
(Winzeler et al., 1999) and that only 10% of iRNA inhibited genes in C.
elegans show a phenotype (Kamath et al., 2003). Perturbing combinations
of genes in yeast (Tong et al., 2004) and C. elegans (Lehner et al., 2006)
allowed the identification and the study of genetic interactions.
Genetic perturbations in combination with environmental perturbations
have also been studied in yeast (Hillenmeyer et al., 2008). From this study
emerges that more than 70% of genes show a phenotype in combination with
chemical or physical perturbations. Probably the most important finding
of these system levels studies is that gene importance cannot be completely
understood only studying gene specific properties or function because the
interaction with both the genetic and the environmental context in which
they operate play a fundamental role.
1.4.2 Phenotype prediction of node perturbation with
network models
The availability of large scale functional dataset also allowed the develop-
ment of methods that globally predict which genes when mutated induce
which phenotypic changes. The most used methods exploit the large collec-
tion of datasets from different experimental techniques such as gene expres-
sion, protein-protein interactions and phenotype annotations. Each dataset
provides a piece of evidence that two genes are functionally interacting. Us-
ing bayesian statistical methods it is possible to combine all these evidences
into a unifying probabilistic functional network (Lee et al., 2004, 2008). In
the integerated network a link between two genes represents the likelihood
that these two genes are functional interacting. With this network it is pos-
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sible to predict gene function and to identify new genes that were previously
unknown to be involved in biological pathways or processes with a supe-
rior accuracy and more predictive power than any of the individual datasets
from which it derives (Lehner, 2007). With these functional newtorks it is
also possible to predict loss of function phenotypes of genes using a guilty
by association approach (McGary et al., 2007). This approach have been
successfully applied in unicellular microorganisms such as S. cerevisiae (Lee
et al., 2004) in the more complex nematode C. elegans (Lee et al., 2008) and
has now been tested in mouse (Pen˜a-Castillo et al., 2008).
1.4.3 Studying natural perturbations using compara-
tive genomics
Natural genetic variation occurring within populations or between species
represent a very powerful tool to investigate biological systems. Compara-
tive genomics can be used to individuate genomic regions conserved during
evolution that correspond to functional elements (Kellis et al., 2003). Using
genomic data it is possible to estimate the selective force acting on func-
tional elements analyzing their the evolutionary rate. A large number of
studies focused on coding sequences: it has been found that evolutionary
rates of proteins vary over several orders of magnitude. The factors that
cause such large differences of evolutionary rate have been widely investigated
(Pa´l et al., 2006). The effect of structural properties have been determined
(Bloom et al., 2006) as well as the effect of expression levels of the protein and
its dispensability(Wall et al., 2005). Also genomic location and position in
biological networks have been found to be important determinants (see (Pa´l
et al., 2006) for a review). Comparative genomic studies have also important
consequences on human health, in fact comparing observed rate of protein
evolution can also be useful to estimate the contribution of mutations to dis-
eases (Pa´l et al., 2006). Detrimental mutation that are more likely to cause
a disease in fact are subjecte to higher puryfying selection during evolution.
This approach has proven to be useful and several tools are now available
to prioritize single nucleotide polymophisms in coding regions in the study
of genetic componet of human diseases (Ng and Henikoff, 2003; Ramensky
et al., 2002).
1.4.4 Edge perturbations
All the studies cited above are focused on systematic node perturbation in bi-
ological systems or on natural genetic perturbations on genes. They thus give
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insights on node importance in biological networks. In contrast, the impor-
tance of interaction between genes and the effect of perturbing edges rather
than nodes in biological systems is much less understood. An illuminating
example is a recent pioneering study where gene regulatory network in E. coli
has been rewired (Isalan et al., 2008). In this work 598 recombinations of
promoters with genes coding for transcription factors and sigma factors of E.
coli have been added to wild type genetic background. Thus new links where
added to existing regulatory network. A totally unexpected result was that
the great majority (95%) of rewired networks were tolerated by the bacteria
and even more surprisingly some of the rewired bacteria had a fitness advan-
tage over the wild type under several environments. This study highlights
our little understanding on the evolutionary constraints on gene regulatory
network edges and thus also on the possible phenotypic consequences on edge
perturbation.
1.5 Transcriptional regulatory networks
Living beings are the result of the coordinated expression of thousands of
genes and this process is fundamental for all the organism to ensure cellular
homeostasis, replication, development and proper response to external stim-
uli. Such a complex process involves several levels of regulation, from mRNA
production to protein post-translational modifications. The most important
regulatory step usually occurs at the level of mRNA transcription (Lu et al.,
2007). The regulation of transcription depends on regulatory proteins - the
transcription factors (TFs) - that recognise short DNA sequences across the
genome. These sequences can be found in the vicinity of the gene trascrip-
tional start site (TSS) and they are called promoter, or, especially in higher
eukaryotes, even far away from the TSS and they are called enhancers. The
TFs bound to regulatory regions recruit chromatin modifier complexes and
transcriptional machinery to start the transcriptional process of the target
gene. How a collection of TFs associates with genes along a genome can be
described as a transcriptional regulatory network (TRN), where the nodes
represent the TFs and the target genes and the edges represent the regulatory
interactions.
1.5.1 Experimental determination of a transcriptional
regulatory network
Network level studies of transcriptional regulation have become feasible thanks
to an experimental technique that combines chromatin immunoprecipitation
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and microarray technology called ChIP-chip (see (Aparicio et al., 2005) for
a review). This technique allows to map the binding of individual proteins
across the genome in vivo. The procedure consists on formaldehyde based
crosslinking of proteins to DNA in vivo and subsequent sonication and im-
munoprecipitation of the protein of interest. The immunoprecipitate is sub-
sequently reverse-crosslinked and the DNA fraction is then analyzed with
microarrays to determine bound sequences. In 2002 a systematic genome-
wide location analysis of 106 yeast transcription factors using a c-Myc epitope
tagging system allowed to build a map of transcription factors and associ-
ated genes that represents all the regulatory potential af a transcription net-
work(Lee et al., 2002). Integrating binding location data with gene expression
data allowed the authors to reconstruct dynamics of activation of different
network modules at different phases of cell cycle or under different environ-
mental conditions. This work initiated the study of eukaryote trascriptional
regulation at a system level. Recently a new experimental technique have
been introduced to analize DNA binding in vivo that is called Chip-seq It is
again based on chromatin immuno precipitation but make use of new ultra
high put sequencing tecnologies to analyzed the precipitated DNA (Johnson
et al., 2007). With both Chip-Chip and Chip-seq genomic scale maps of
regulatory protein - DNA interactions and histone DNA interaction are be-
ing produced at high rate and for increasingly complex organisms including
humans.
1.5.2 Bioinformatic discovery of transcription factor
binding sites
An important step in the study of the transcriptional networks is the de-
ciphering the regulatory code that accounts for the binding of the TFs to
the regulatory regions. From experimental studies on TF binding emerged
that different sequences can be bound by a TF with a wide range of affinity.
This means that motifs bound by TFs are degenerate and tolerate variabil-
ity of nucleotide at some positions. In this way it is possible to modulate
the strength of the binding without abolishing it. The most simple model
that has been used to represent a TF motif is a consensus sequence. This
model indicates the most conserved positions with A,T,C,G corresponding
to adenine, thymine, cytosine and guanine, and it uses other symbols to
identify less specific positions that can vary among two three or four nu-
cleotides across the different binding sites according to IUPAC nomenclature
(Cornish-Bowden, 1985). A more sensible model has been introduced that
represents TFs motifs by means of a position specific score matrix (PSSM)
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(table 1.1).
Table 1.1: Log-likelihood position specific scoring matrix (PSSM) for yeast
transcription factor PHO2
0 1 2 3 4 5
A 1.255 -4.501 -5.552 1.495 1.620 0.730
C -8.907 0.285 -4.227 -8.993 -9.193 -0.720
T -0.539 1.249 1.598 -7.097 -9.254 -2.523
G -8.562 -8.681 -9.436 -1.105 -8.303 0.767
This TF model can be constructed using alternatively the frequency of
each base at each position that is found in a collection of experimental BSs,
or the log likelihood computed from the base frequencies (see (Stormo, 2000;
Stormo and Fields, 1998) for reviews). With a log likelihood matrix model
a binding site can be given a score as follow:
s =
N∑
i=1
log2(pi) (1.1)
where:
N = length of the sequence
pi = likelihood of the i symbol in the PSSM.
If the backgroung frequency of the bases in the genome is not random it
has to be taken into account in the calculation of score that becomes:
s =
N∑
i=1
log2(pi/bi) (1.2)
where:
bi = likelihood of the i symbol in the background model.
The information content of a PSSM can be calculated. This represent
how different is a PSSM from the background distribution.
The information content Ii of a particular i position in the model is:
Ii =
T∑
b=A
pbi log2(pbi/pb) (1.3)
where i refers to the position b refers to each base and pbi is the likelihood
of each base at that position and pb is the background frquency of b.
The total information content (IC) of a motif it is defined as:
IC =
L∑
i=1
Ii (1.4)
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Figure 1.2: Motif logo: a graphical representation of motif model. The height
of each letter is proportional to its information content
where L is the length of the motif.
A graphical representation of the motif called motif logo has been devel-
oped (Schneider and Stephens, 1990) in which each base contribution to the
information content at each position is represented by letters in which the
height is proportional to the information content (Figure 1.2).
The representation of the binding motif is only one aspect of the prob-
lem, while the other important aspect is the discovery of binding sites. The
PSSM model needs a collection of sequences to be constructed. The input
sequences can be derived directly from precise binding experiments with the
transcription factor of interest, in which the exact position of binding site
is know. Once the PSSM has been determined it can then be used to scan
sequences to search for binding sites instances.
An alternative approach is to search for binding sites and to construct
the PSSM model at the same time. The strategy in this case is to have a col-
lection of related sequences, for instance upstream regulatory region of genes
that are co-expressed in a particular condition. Than an ab initio motif dis-
covery algorithm has to be applied to search for significantly overrepresented
motifs in the input sequence . Considerable efforts have been posed in the
last years to develop such algorithms. They can be divided into two main
groups: enumerative methods that explore all the possible motifs up to a
certain length (Cora` et al., 2004; Sinha and Tompa, 2002, 2003) and local
search algorithms that include expectation maximization and gibbs sampling
(Lawrence and Reilly, 1990; Lawrence et al., 1993; Thijs et al., 2002) ( see
(Tompa et al., 2005) for a comparison of the methods). The outputs of these
algorithm are the putative regulatory motifs and their location in the input
sequences.
Computational analyses at single genome level have been succesfully ap-
plied to identify regulatory elements associated with sets of related genes,
but this approach does not have sufficient power to allow a comprehensive
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Figure 1.3: Experimental procedure used to identify yeast regulatory code
(taken from Harbison et al., 2004)
identification of regulatory elements. Comparative genomics offers a pow-
erful tool to improve the discovery of important functional elements using
conservation among related species and it has been succesfully applied from
yeast (Kellis et al., 2003) to mammals (Boffelli et al., 2003) as well as for
identifying ultra-conserved elements among vertebrates (Boffelli et al., 2004).
Many motif discovery algorithms that exlpoit comparative genomics to find
conserved cis-regulatory elements have been developed (Cartharius et al.,
2005; Cora` et al., 2005; Loots et al., 2002; Newberg et al., 2007; Ovcharenko
et al., 2004; Siddharthan et al., 2005; Wang and Stormo, 2003).
1.5.3 Yeast transcriptional regulatory map
The first version of S. cerevisiae genomewide regulatory map has been built
in 2004 (Harbison et al., 2004) using both an experimental and bionformatic
approach (Figure 1.3).
The authors determined genome wide location of the majority of yeast
regulators in rich media and other environmental conditions using ChIP-chip
analysis of yeast intergenic regions. A combination of six motif discovery
algorithms has been applied to the significanly bound intergenic regions to
uncover motif specificity for 106 regulators and to draw a map of their binding
sites location across the whole genome (Figure 1.4). A refined version of this
map has been obtained using two more efficient motif discovery algorithms
(MacIsaac et al., 2006). This map represents the transcriptional regulatory
code of the budding yeast that is currently used and that has been used also
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Figure 1.4: Example of genomic map of transcription factor binding sites
(taken from Harbison et al., 2004)
in this work (see chapter 5)
1.6 Importance of cis regulatory mutations
The evolutionary significance of cis regulatory variation has been discussed
soon after the discovery of the the lac operon and of the gene regulation
(JACOB and MONOD, 1961) when the researches speculate on the possible
effect of a change in the sequence of the operator for the proper conditions
under which an enzyme is produced (MONOD and JACOB, 1961). In 1975 in
one of the first examples of comparative genomics analysis (King and Wilson,
1975), it has been realized that human proteins and the homologous proteins
of his closely related species chimpanzee share impressive similarity. Thus
in this influential paper, the authors speculated that the sparse differences
in protein sequences are very unlikely to explain the profound phenotypic
differences between human and chimpanzee. They than speculated that evo-
lution must act at a second level that is in cis-regulatory sequences and gene
expression that could be in turn responsible for the phenotypic differences
between the species. This intuition proved to be substantially correct and
today there are many examples of cis-regulatory mutations that have func-
tional consequences for morphology physiology and even behavior in several
organisms (Table 1.2). The relative contribution of coding sequence and cis-
regulatory sequence to phenotypic evolution is still under debate (Hoekstra
and Coyne, 2007) but it is now clear that cis-regulatory sequences play an
important role (Carroll, 2000, 2005).
Recently scientists started to debate if cis regulatory mutations confer
qualitative different phenotypes from coding sequence mutations (Carroll,
2005, 2008; Hoekstra and Coyne, 2007; Prud’homme et al., 2007; Wray, 2007).
In developmental biology there are many example of evolution of morpho-
logical traits during development that can be traced back to cis regulatory
mutations(Gompel et al., 2005; Prud’homme et al., 2006). This observation
support that cis regulatory mutation can give rise to new forms more easily
18
Table 1.2: Cis-regulatory mutations with interesting phenotypic conse-
quences (taken from Wray, 2007)
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than coding sequence mutation (Carroll, 2005; Prud’homme et al., 2007) but
the idea that morphology evolution is more likely to occur through cis reg-
ulatory mutations is still under debate (Hoekstra and Coyne, 2007) as well
as the relative contribution of cis regulatory mutation and coding mutations
on general phenotypic variation (Wray, 2007).
1.6.1 Impact of cis regulatory variation in human dis-
eases
With modern sequencing and genotyping technology a great amount of data
on natural sequence variation within a population can be collected. This
data hold promise to provide invaluable unbiased insights into the genetic
component of common phenotypes and complex diseases in humans. An
early conclusion drawn from the increasing number of genome wide associ-
ation studies (GWAS) is that a large fraction of estimated heritability of
common traits and diseases is still missing, probably due to lack of power for
estimating the collective effect of low-size effect genetic variants. Moreover
the effect of interactions between genetic variants and between environment
and genetics is also difficult to capture (Maher, 2008). Apart from this dis-
appointing observation, what emerges from these studies is that many of the
trait associated SNPs (TAS) are common but they typically have a small ef-
fect on the phenotype (Hindorff et al., 2009). A functional analysis of TASs
show that SNPs in promoter regions are highly significantly enriched in TASs
(Hindorff et al., 2009). This finding highlights that the study of cis regula-
tory variation has important consequence also for understanding the genetic
bases of human common disease.
1.6.2 Contribution of cis- and trans- variation to phe-
notype evolution
In the last years many studies studied how gene expression programs have
changed during evolution comparing related species ((Khaitovich et al., 2006;
Whitehead and Crawford, 2006). Changes in gene expression programs imply
changes in gene regulation. These changes can occur both at cis level in
regulatory regions of the affected genes or at trans level that include signaling,
chromatin modifiers and transcriptional regulators (Figure 1.5 see Thompson
and Regev, 2009, for a review).
Several studies especially in yeast have been done to dissect variability in
gene expression due to trans or cis effects both within and between species.
Two strategies have been applied to this purpose: one is the cross between
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Figure 1.5: Cis- and trans- contribution to gene expression changes
distinct strains and the analysis of the segregants (Brem and Kruglyak, 2005;
Brem et al., 2002; Yvert et al., 2003);the other is the analysis of allele-specific
expression using intra-specific (Ronald et al., 2005; Sung et al., 2009; Wang
et al., 2007) or inter-specific hybrids (Tirosh et al., 2009). From these studies
emerge that trans variation is probably more important than cis variation in
affecting gene expression within species while, in contrast, cis variation seems
more important between species. This apparent paradox can be explained by
the difference in dominance effect between cis and trans variation: trans vari-
ation is rapidly accumulated it is usually dominant and highly pleiotropic so
its effect frequently deviates from additivity (Lemos et al., 2008). so trans ef-
fect account for phenotypic variation over short time scales while over longer
time scale deleterious trans mutations are more effectively purged by puri-
fying selection. In contrast cis variation is accumulated more slowly but its
effect is additive and weakly pleiotropic it can be more easily subjected to
positive selection (Thompson and Regev, 2009). An example of trans effect
predominance comes from a recent study on the causes of the sporulation
efficiency difference between a wild S cerevisiae strain isolated from a oak
tree and a vineyard strain (Gerke et al., 2009). By crossing the strains and
analysing the segregants, the authors found that the difference in sporulation
efficiency is fully explained by allelic variation in three transcription factors
IME1, RME1 and RSF1. One of these transcription factors, IME1, carries a
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mutation in a cis-regulatory region conserved between several yeast species,
while the other mutations cause non-synonymous substitutions in transcrip-
tion factors coding sequences. This study also shows that the combined effect
of the alleles is higher than the sum of the single effects, thus underscoring
also the important role of genetic interactions.
1.6.3 Large scale cis-regulatory changes
In some cases large scale changes in cis regulatory regions associated with
phenotypic changes have also been found. For example comparing S. cere-
visiae and C. albicans, two distantly related yeast species, it has been found
that the genes coding for mitochondrial and cytoplasmic ribosomal proteins
are coordinately expressed in C. albicans while in S cerevisiae this correla-
tion is not present (Ihmels et al., 2005) this difference in gene expression
programs accompanies the change between a preferred aerobic metabolism,
present in common ancestor and mantained in C.albicans, to a preferred
anaerobic metabolism that instead represent an evolutionary change occured
in S. cerevisiae. The authors found that this change is associated to the loss
of a transcriptional regulatory motif - the Rapid Growth Element (RGE)-
upstream all of genes that encodes mitochondrial ribosomal proteins in S.
cerevisiae.
Another study on yeast showed that changes in transcription factor bind-
ing sites of the activator of mating response STE12 among different species
could explain half of the changes in the genes up-regulated during mating
response (Tirosh et al., 2008).
1.7 Challenges in studying cis-regulatory vari-
ation
In protein coding regions is easy to identify which mutations can be dele-
terious only looking at the sequence: we can immediately tell if the muta-
tion cause amino-acid substitution, frame-shifts, or introduce premature stop
codons. This is due to fact that the genetic code is fully understood. On
the contrary the rules that underlie transcription regulation are still largely
unclear (see (Weirauch and Hughes, 2010; Wray, 2007) for reviews). It is
quite common for instance that cis-regulatory sequences that show negligible
level of conservation determine equivalent output in gene expression (Chan
et al., 2009). This phenomenon well represents the challenges for the study of
regulatory mechanisms and deeply affect our ability of predicting the effect of
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regulatory perturbations. What determines functionality of a regulatory re-
gion and allows its conservation in face of poor sequence conservation during
evolution has been just started to be delineated.
1.7.1 Transcription factor binding is often non func-
tionally important
Eukaryotic transcription factors (TFs) normally have short and degenerate
sequence-binding preferences. Therefore, in a typical eukaryotic genome,
these sequences will be found in very large numbers by chance. Genome-
wide mapping studies confirm that most TFs are found physically associated
at very many locations in a genome (Harbison et al., 2004; yong Li et al.,
2008; Zhang et al., 2005). Many of these binding sites are found to be of little
or no functional importance. It has been reported for example that CREB
(cAMP response element binding protein) binds approximately 4000 human
promoters but only a minor fraction of the associated gene are actually in-
duced by cAMP in any cell type (Zhang et al., 2005). Similar conclusions are
drawn in Drosophila (yong Li et al., 2008) and even in simpler S. cerevisiae
where no significant correlation has been found between transcription factor
promoter occupancy and gene expression for the majority (67%) of yeast
transcription factors (Gao et al., 2004). A recent theoretical study demon-
strates that, in contrast to prokaryotes, single binding sites in eukaryotes
do not have sufficient information content to ensure proper gene regulation.
The lacking information is achieved by the combinatorial association of sev-
eral binding sites (Wunderlich and Mirny, 2009). As a consequence of these
observations it is now clear that the binding of a transcription factor to a
promoter is not sufficient per se to determine a regulatory interaction on the
gene.
1.7.2 Extensive turnover affect binding site
Turnover or shuﬄing of binding sites - that is binding site loss in a regulatory
region accompanied by a co-occurring gain of binding site in the same region
but in a different position - is frequent in yeast, (Doniger and Fay, 2007; Rai-
jman et al., 2008), fly (Moses et al., 2006) and mammals (Dermitzakis and
Clark, 2002). A recent study analyzed tissue specif transcriptional regulation
between two closely related species such as human and mouse. Despite the
conserved function of the tissue specific factors and the conservation of the
regulatory program, this study has found that from 41% to 89% of binding
events of transcription factors to promoters sites of orthologous genes are
species specific. In addition in promoters bound by the same transcription
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factors approximately two third of binding sites do not align. A conclusion
that can be drawn by these results is that TFBS are indeed important for
regulating gene expression but their importance greatly vary and is not clear
what distinguishes a functional important binding site that are is likely to af-
fect organism phenotype when perturbed, from a less important one. Which
are the determinants of binding site importance is still largely unclear.
1.8 Features affecting binding site importance
Some features that can influence binding site importance have been sug-
gested or identified. Several studies for example found a biased distribution
of TFBSs towards transcription initiation sites in both yeast and mammals
(Harbison et al., 2004; Tabach et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2005) supporting a role
for position in determining importance of binding sites. Moreover in a com-
parative study of the vertebrate transcriptional repressor of neural specific
genes REST across multiple species emerge that more ancient binding sites
are closers to the transcription start site and show increased affinity for the
transcription factor than the species specific ones.
Higher binding sites strength has been associated to higher conservation
also in Drosophila (Kim et al., 2009). However the belief that only high
scoring, high affinity binding sites are functionally important for gene reg-
ulation has been challenged in a study which found that although stronger
binding sites affect gene expression than more low affinity binding sites, the
latter can induce significant gene expression and therefore can be important
for fine tuning of gene expression (Tanay, 2006). Indeed a recent work that
predict gene expression output of the gene network that regulate patterning
formation in Drosophila from cis regulatory sequences, found that weaker
binding sites are functional important for patterning formation and also con-
fer robustness against mutation (Segal et al., 2008).
A large fraction of TFBS in regulatory regions are overlapping. A muta-
tion in overlapping binding sites is likely to affect binding of more than one
transcription factors therefore it should be under stronger purifying selection.
Some studies indeed report a stronger negative selection against mutations
in overlapping (Kim et al., 2009; Mustonen et al., 2008). In some cases also
closely located binding sites are found to be under stronger selective pressure
perhaps indicating an significant effect of cooperativity (Kim et al., 2009).
Gene regulation is affected not only by the binding of transcription factors
to the promoters but also by the chromatin structure related to the promoter.
In particular the position of the nucleosome at the promoter region has been
recently found to play an important role gene expression regulation (Field
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Figure 1.6: Two regulatory strategies for gene regulation taken from (Tirosh
and Barkai, 2008)
et al., 2008; Raveh-Sadka et al., 2009; Tirosh and Barkai, 2008). Analyzing
the nucleosome position across all yeast promoters two configurations appear
to be the most common: in one configuration the promoter shows a large
nucleosome free region immediatly upstream the transcription start site (up
to -100 bp) and well positioned nucleosome further upstream (-150 ,-400 bp);
this configuration has been defined depleted proximal nucleosome (DPN).
The other configuration defined occupied proximal nucleosome (OPN), shows
a less well positioned nucleosome that can be found all along the promoter
also in the region proximal to the transcription start site. Binding sites are
found to be more densely distributed in the nucleosome free region in DPN
promoters while they are more uniformely distributed in OPN. Moreover
binding site in OPN promoters are found to be subjected to 5-fold higher
turnover rate. The two models can be seen in Figure 1.6.
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Chapter 2
Aim of the work
Mutations can affect genes but also the interactions between genes. In tran-
scriptional networks the interactions (or network edges) are defined by the
binding of transcription factors to the cis regulatory regions of target genes
determining their expression. Mutations in regulatory regions are probably
one of the main source of phenotypic variation within and between species
(Carroll, 2008; Wray, 2007). For example in humans it is likely that most
disease-associated polymorphisms alter gene regulation rather than protein
coding sequences (Hindorff et al., 2009). The effect of node perturbation in
biological systems and the determinants of node importance have been widely
investigated (Pa´l et al., 2006; Wall et al., 2005). In contrast, the importance
of interactions between genes (Gao et al., 2004) and the effects of perturbing
regulatory interactions(Isalan et al., 2008) are much less well understood.
The aim of this work is to systematically study edge perturbation in tran-
scriptional regulatory network of budding yeast to uncover global determi-
nants of edge importance, analyzing natural genetic variation within species
(Liti et al., 2009) and between species (MacIsaac et al., 2006). Considering a
prevalent role of purifying selection during cis-regulatory evolution (Ronald
and Akey, 2007), binding sites and regulatory interactions that are conserved
both within and between species will be enriched for the most functionally
important sites and interactions.
In this study I consider several potential sources of differential conserva-
tion of regulatory edges at different levels. I first consider how the importance
of the target gene influence edge conservation, but also the role of the im-
portance of the regulator on edge importance. I analyze how the design
properties of the promoter of the target gene influence binding site conser-
vation. I also investigate the role of redundancy on relaxing evolutionary
constraints in transcriptional networks, the role genomic position and finally
if the global network properties can also account for differential binding site
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and edge conservation.
The second, but not less important aim, is to combine all the data in
an integrative model to verify to which extent it is possible to predict edge
conservation at genomic scale.
Figure 2.1: The putative determinants of transcription factor binding sites
and edge importance that are considered in this study. On a light blue
background architectural properties, distance from the start site overlapping
binding sites divergent promoter and nucleosome occupancy of the promoter;
on a violet background redundancy at level of binding site in regulatory edge
and number of transcription factor targeting a gene; on a green background
importance of the target gene; on red background importance of the regula-
tor; on blue background network properties: hierachy of the regulator and
edges that target regulators; on orange background genomic location
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Chapter 3
Results
3.1 Defining TF binding site and transcrip-
tional network edge conservation within
and between species
To distinguish sets of functionally important binding sites and regulatory
interactions I used an evolutionary approach. Binding sites and regulatory
interactions that are conserved both within and between species will be en-
riched for the most functionally important sites and interactions. I focused
my analysis on binding sites defined by direct experimental evidence from
large-scale chromatin immunoprecipitation analysis in Saccharomyces cere-
visiae. This dataset consists of 19671 sites within the promoter regions of
3832 genes and defines 12012 transcriptional interactions (or ‘edges’ in a
network). Considering conservation across 3 closely related sensu stricto
Saccharomyces species, 5719 of these sites are conserved in at least two
species (MacIsaac et al., 2006). Considering transcriptional interactions,
5503 / 12012 edges are conserved in at least two species (ie when at least
one instance of a particular TF’s binding site is conserved in the promoter).
To examine binding site conservation within a species, I used the complete
genome sequences of 36 additional S. cerevisiae strains (Liti et al., 2009).
88.9% (17489/19671) of the binding sites under consideration are exactly
conserved in sequence across all strains. Further, 92% of sites are consid-
ered as functionally conserved across all strains using the same criteria of
the match between a binding site instance and a transcription factor’s op-
timal binding site preference used in the map definition process (60% of
the maximum possible score of the correspondent position specific scoring
matrix , Harbison et al., 2004). Using absolute binding site sequence conser-
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vation, 11303/12012 (94%) of transcriptional interactions are conserved in all
strains, whereas 11567/12012 (96%) of edges are predicted to be functionally
conserved. Finally, to control for any possible bias in the analysis derived
from the use of PSSMs I also measured the number of sequence changes per
base pair in each binding site across all 36 strains. By this criterion I find
that 25% of binding sites that are not conserved in sequence show less than
0.125 SNPs per bp, 50% show less than 0.143 SNPs per bp, 75% show less
than 0.167 SNPs per bp.
3.2 Binding sites and interactions that regu-
late more important genes are more con-
served
To understand the properties that distinguish functionally important binding
sites and transcriptional interactions I first considered how their conservation
relates to the identity of the target genes. I find that binding sites and
interactions targeting genes that are required for viability (Figure 3.1 A-
D) or normal growth (Figure 3.1 E-H) are more conserved, suggesting that
the maintenance of these sites is under stronger purifying selection. I also
find some evidence that genes that are harmful when their expression is
increased (Gelperin et al., 2005; Sopko et al., 2006) have more conserved
binding sites and interactions (Figure 3.1 I-J) consistent with the generally
tighter regulatory control of these genes (Vavouri et al., 2009). As for gene
essentiality, controlling for other possible confounding factors confirms this
result (supplementary figures 6.1 and 6.2).
3.3 Regulator importance influences edge con-
servation more than target importance
I next asked whether the binding sites and transcriptional interactions of
transcription factors required for viability are more conserved than other
sites. I find that they are. Considering binding site conservation within
(figure 3.2 A) and between species (figure 3.2 B), as well as edge conservation
within (figure 3.2 C) and between species (figure 3.2 D) shows that essential
regulators have more conserved binding sites than other TFs. This is also
true when controlling for the importance of the targeted gene (figure 3.2 E,F)
and other potentially confounding factors (supplementary figures 6.3, 6.4 and
).
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Figure 3.1: Binding sites and interactions that regulate more important genes
are more conserved. Gene required for viability show more conserved binding
sites within species(A), between species (B); they also show more conserved
interactions within species (C) and between species (D); the same can be seen
for target genes required for normal growth (E-H) and for target genes that
are harmful when overexpressed (I-J); Chi square test was used to calculate
p value; OR = odd ratio 30
Strikingly, I find that the conservation of binding sites and network edges
are more strongly influenced by the importance of a regulator than of the
targeted gene (compare figure 3.1 and figure 3.2). In short I can conclude
that importance of an edge in a transcriptional network is related to the
importance of both of the nodes that it connects, with the regulator having
more of an influence than the target gene.
3.4 Design properties of the promoters alter
the effects of regulatory mutations
Beyond the influence of the genes that an interaction connects, I may also
expect design properties of the promoter in which a binding site is located to
influence its importance. For example, considering the overall distribution of
binding sites in both yeast and human shows that they are strongly biased
towards the transcription initiation site (Harbison et al., 2004; Johnson et al.,
2009; Tabach et al., 2007; Xie et al., 2005). This suggests that binding sites
are likely of greater importance if they are nearer the start site. Consistent
with this prediction, I find that binding sites and transcriptional interactions
are indeed more conserved if they are located proximal to the transcription
initiation site. The effect is quite strong (figure 3.3 A,B ) and robust to
possible confounders (supplementary figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7).
Promoters also differ in their nucleosome occupancy (Field et al., 2008;
Tirosh and Barkai, 2008). Although considered as a whole I found no differ-
ence in the binding site conservation between promoters classified as contain-
ing a proximal nucleosome free region (depleted proximal nucleosome, DPN)
and other promoters. I did notice an effect when specifically considering the
nucleosome free regions of promoters. Previously, Tirosh and Barkai found
that transcription factor binding sites are more conserved between species
if they are found within nucleosome free regions. I confirmed this result
also for intraspecies – sites located within a nucleosome free region are more
conserved than other sites (figure 3.3 C). This is consistent with a model in
which a nucleosome depleted region is defined specifically to facilitate func-
tional TF-DNA interactions (Field et al., 2008; Segal et al., 2006).
Some binding sites have overlapping locations in a promoter In both flies
and yeast, it has been previously reported that nucleotides located in over-
lapping binding sites are more conserved between species (Kim et al., 2009;
Mustonen et al., 2008). I also see this effect in mine analysis, both for over-
lap between sites of the same binding site and for overlap between sites for
different TFs, and both within and between species(figures 3.3 E,F,G,H).
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Figure 3.2: Regulator importance influences binding site importance more
than target importance.Essential regulators binding sites are extremely more
conserved than non essential regulator ones both intraspecies and interspecies
(A,B) as well as essential regulator edges (C,D); controlling for target impor-
tance show that the effect is enhanced in essential target but is also strong
for non essential target (E-F); OR = odds ratio; Fisher’s test was used to
test for independence.
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Finally, I considered that binding sites with the potential to influence the
expression of more than one gene might be more conserved than other sites.
To test this, I considered the set of promoter regions located between two
divergently transcribed genes – for these promoters, a binding site is likely to
influence the expression of both genes. Consistent with expectation, binding
sites targeting divergently transcribed promoters are more conserved within
and between species (figure 3.3 I,J).
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3.5 Redundancy in transcriptional networks
It is well established that gene duplication, by creating functional redun-
dancy, relaxes selective constraints (Ohno et al., 1968). For regulatory inter-
actions it is not clear that this should also be the case. Although multiple
copies of a binding site in a promoter creates the potential for redundancy,
multiple copies may also exist for functional reasons, e.g. to alter the sensi-
tivity or co-operativity of a transcriptional response (Segal et al., 2008; Zeiser
et al., 2006) or the dynamic range of the response (Giorgetti et al., 2010).
Whereas redundancy predicts that multiple binding sites will be associated
with lower conservation, a functional importance of multiple binding sites
predicts no effect on conservation or indeed a higher conservation. Compar-
ing cases where a single binding site for a particular TF is found in a promoter
to cases where multiple sites are found, I find that multiple sites are associ-
ated with reduced conservation (figure 3.4 A,B). This result is upheld when
accounting for variation in the total number of sites in a promoter up to about
6-12 binding sites (supplementary figure 6.8), the distance of these sites from
the start site (supplementary 6.8), or TF importance (supplementary 6.8).
This shows that for binding sites, just as for genes, redundancy tends to
reduce the importance of individual sites, relaxing selective constraints.
I next considered the potential for redundancy at the level of regulation
by different transcription factors. It is possible that when genes are regu-
lated by multiple different TFs, some of this regulation may be (partially)
redundant. This predicts that, across all genes, individual sites and regu-
latory interactions will be less conserved if a gene is regulated by multiple
transcription factors. This is indeed the case. Both within (figure 3.4 C) and
between (figure 3.4 D) species binding sites and interactions are less conserved
if there is a potential for redundancy between TFs. Controlling for possible
confounders upholds this result (supplementary figures 6.12, 6.13,6.14 and
6.14) Thus redundancy in transcription networks seems to exist both at the
level of multiple binding sites for a particular TF, and at the level of com-
pensation between different TFs. Similar to nodes, redundancy within and
between edges in a network appears to influence their importance.
3.6 Binding sites in sub-telomeric regions show
lower sequence conservation
Many TF binding sites in yeast, including very many sites located outside
of promoter regions (@), are located in sub-telomeric regions. Previously it
has been argued that binding in these regions may often be unlikely to occur
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Figure 3.4: Redundancy in transcriptional networks. Binding site found in
multiple copies in regulatory edges show decreased conservation supporting
an important role of redundancy on relaxing evolutionary constraints on
single binding sites (A-B). The role of redundancy can be seen also at the level
of the number of transcription factors targeting a promoter (C-D). number
of binding sites and transcription factors are binned in equal sized bins. P
values are calculated using generalized linear model and analysis of deviance.
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to regulate the expression of proximal genes (Balaji et al., 2006; Mak et al.,
2009). Further, the sub-telomeric regions in yeast are known to have a higher
mutation and rearrangement rate (Kellis et al., 2004; Teytelman et al., 2008).
And are devoid of essential genes (only 2% of the subtelomeric genes com-
pared to 18% on the total (Batada and Hurst, 2007). I therefore reasoned
that binding sites in sub-telomeric regions may often be under reduced con-
straint compared to other sites. The number of sites targeted by essential
TFs in sub-telomeric regions is very small (only 53 on 2229 (2.4%) compared
to 1409 on 17442 (8.1%) in the rest of the genome OR 0.28 fisher test p ¡
2.2e-16.). However these sites are only little less conserved than the targets
of other essential TFs (Figure 3.5 A,B), showing that functionally important
sites are still more conserved even if they are located in sub-telomeric regions.
In contrast, I find that in general, binding sites and putative transcriptional
interactions that target sub-telomeric regions are less conserved (Figure 3.5
C-F). Such a conclusions is reached even when correcting for other possible
confounding factors (supplementary figures 6.16, 6.17, 6.18 ). Although this
result may partially reflect the elevated mutation rate in sub-telomeric re-
gions, the continued conservation of binding sites for essential genes suggests
this also likely reflects that many sub-telomeric sites are of reduced functional
importance.
3.7 Network characteristics influence binding
site and interaction conservation
In addition to redundancy, the importance of the nodes that an interaction
connects, and the architectural features of a promoter, I reasoned that fea-
tures of the complete regulatory network may also influence the importance
of interactions. I addressed two specific questions. First, whether the po-
tential for errors to propagate in a network influences the conservation of
binding sites and interactions. Second, transcription regulatory networks
have a hierarchical structure (Jothi et al., 2009), and so the position of a
TF in the hierarchy could influence the conservation of its binding sites. To
address the first question, I compared the conservation of binding sites in
the promoters of genes that themselves act as regulators (Segal et al., 2003).
A mutation that alters the regulation of a regulator is likely to to affect not
only target gene expression, but also, indirectly, multiple cellular processes
that are controlled by the target gene. Consistent with this idea, I find that
binding sites in the promoters of regulatory genes (both transcription factors
and non non transcription factors) are more conserved within and between
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Figure 3.5: Binding sites in subtelomeric regions show lower sequence conser-
vation In general binding sites and edges in sub-telomeric location are much
less conserved than in th rest of the genome (A-D) Binding sites for essential
regulators are less affected by sub-telomeric location than binding site for
non essential regulators (E-F). Chi square test has been used to calculate p
value. OR= odds ratio.
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species (Figure 3.6 A-D). This result is upheld when accounting for other
known influences, for example it is not dependent on the essentiality of the
target gene or TF (supplementary figure 6.19). To address the second ques-
tion, we compared the conservation of binding sites for TFs classified as in
the top, middle, or bottom of the regulatory hierarchy (Jothi et al., 2009).
Analyzing hierarchy effect separately for essential target and non essential
target show an increased effect for the formers. Interestingly network hierar-
chy not only affect edge directed to regulator targets but also edge directed
to non regulator target as can be seen analyzing them separately.
3.8 Predicting binding site importance across
a genome
Taken together, I have identified a number of different determinants that in-
fluence the conservation of binding sites and transcription interactions within
and between species. I next asked to what extent I could use this information
to construct a model that predicts the conservation of binding sites across
a genome. First I assessed the predictive power of each feature individually
using a receiver-operating characteristic curve (ROC) analysis (fig 8, sf @).
In this analysis the true positive rate is plotted against the false positive rate
of the classifier at decreasing thresholds. The area under the curve (AUC)
represents the probability of scoring a randomly selected mutated binding
site higher than a non mutated one.
As expected due to the reduced number of mutations and the presence
of segregating weakly detrimental mutations in a population, most features
predict the between species conservation better than the within species con-
servation. However there is a general qualitative agreement between the two
datasets. The most predictive determinants of binding site importance are
relative to promoter architecture and redundancy, followed by regulator im-
portance and network properties while the least predictive ones are relative
to importance of the target gene.
To construct the integrated model I used a stepwise strategy: I started
from a model including all the determinants found to have an effect plus their
second order interactions and I excluded at each step the non significant terms
starting from interactions. Categorical classification of promoters into Occu-
pied proximal nucleosome (OPN) and Depleted Proximal nucleosome (DPN)
according to nucleosome occupancy was excludes from the model because of
low coverage. The final model that has been fitted to between species data,
includes the significant interactions between essential regulators and over-
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Figure 3.6: Network characteristics influence binding site and interaction
conservation Edges that target regulators (both transcription factor and non
transcription factor regulators) are more conserved suggesting that the po-
tential for errors to propagate in a network increases selective pressure on
the binding sites (A-D). Transcription factors higher in the regulatory net-
work show increased conservation (E-F). Chi square test has been used to
calculate p value. OR= odds ratio.
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lapping binding sites and between essential regulators and the number of
binding site in the regulatory edge. The predictive power of the final model
trained on the interspecies data is measured using ROC AUC. The model
gives an AUC of 0.685 +/- 0.005 when in prediction of interspecies binding
site conservation and 0.593 +/- 0.005 when predicting intraspecies binding
site conservation. Importantly training the model on intraspecies data and
predicting interspecies data gives a ROC AUC performance of 0.672 +/-
0.004. This further emphasizes the robustness of our findings and the relia-
bility of the determinants in predicting importance of binding sites.
This result show that, despite the complexity of evolutionary dynamics in
regulatory regions, it is possible to predict binding sites perturbation during
evolution analyzing a few simple properties that allow to understand the
importance of binding sites and regulatory interactions in transcriptional
networks.
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Figure 3.7: Predictive power of single determinants on binding site conser-
vation interspecies. The most predictive determinants of binding site impor-
tance are relative to promoter architecture and redundancy while the last
predictive ones are relative to target importance. Performance were assessed
using 10-fold cross-validation and receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
analysis. The plot represents mean and standard error of the area under the
ROC curve. ROCAUC
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Chapter 4
Discussion
With this systematic analysis on natural genetic perturbation in yeast, I give
insight on which are the properties that determine selective pressure and
evolutionary conservation of regulatory interactions and transcription factor
binding sites in transcriptional regulatory networks. In particular I find that
importance of regulatory edges depends on importance of target gene but
unexpectedly importance of regulator affects edge importance more than the
target gene. I show how design properties of the promoter strongly influence
binding sites importance. In particular, binding site conservation strongly
increases at decreasing distance from the transcription start site and it is
increased in divergent promoters and for overlapping binding sites. As gene
duplication provide functional redundancy and relax evolutionary constraint
on the single genes, I show that redundancy both at level of binding site
within a regulatory edge and at the level of transcription factors has a major
role in relaxing evolutionary constraints on single binding sites. Genomic
location location also have a profound effect: I find that binding sites in
sub-telomeric regions are far less conserved reflecting both a lower functional
constraint and increased mutation rate.
Importantly this analysis also underlines that as for network node also
global properties of the regulatory network have to be taken into account
to understand regulatory edges importance. First edges that potentially
influence a wide portion of the regulatory network, such as edges whose
target gene is itself a regulator, are more conserved. Second transcription
factors higher in the regulatory network hierarchy also show more conserved
edges.
With the integration of all these determinants together in a global model
I show that is possible to predict binding site importance across an eukaryotic
genome. The model performs well in predicting edge perturbations at inter-
species level and show less performance when used to predict intraspecies
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conservation. This is likely due to the short time scale which has two ef-
fects : first a reduced number of mutations also in neutrally evolving sites,
second the persistence in a population of weakly deleterious mutations that
have not been purged by purifying selection. However training the model
on intraspecies data and predicting interspecies conservation show a per-
formance level comparable to the model trained on interspecies data. This
result demonstrates the true biological significance of the determinants we
analyzed. An important point I want to underscore is that despite this anal-
ysis is focused on binding site conservation, the information I learnt can also
be used to understand which newly acquired binding sites in promoters are
more likely to be functional important. This model represents a first attempt
predict binding site importance and some determinants are still probably
lacking in this analysis. Nonetheless this work represents a proof of principle
that it is possible to predict which binding sites are more likely to have a
impact on organism fitness when lost or gained.
With the new sequencing technologies an enormous quantity of genomic
data is going to be available at levels of single individuals in populations. The
challenge is now to interpret all this variation and understand how it maps
to phenotypic variation and ultimately to predict phenotype from sequence.
The problem is challenging especially for common phenotype and diseases
because their genetic background is probably complex can and involve sev-
eral sequence variations and a possible role of interaction among them and
with the environment. Traditional purely statistical approaches may not have
sufficient power to detect low effect genetic variants. An approach that com-
bines all available functional information can overcome such limitations. The
integrated model presented here follow this functional approach and I believe
it will be useful for prediction of phenotypic changes due to cis regulatory
variation. Given that large fraction of genetic variation within a populations
is likely to affect gene regulation rather than gene function a model that pre-
dicts which regulatory changes are causative of phenotype is likely to have
a substantial impact on phenotype prediction from sequence. As recently
shown a large fraction of disease associated SNPs in humans are found out
side coding regions. I thus believe that integrated approaches like mine will
be important for the discovery of disease causing SNPs also in humans.
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Chapter 5
Materials and Methods
5.1 Transcriptional regulatory network
A comprehensive genome wide map of transcription factor binding site in S
cerevisiae provided by (MacIsaac et al., 2006) was used. This map derives
from an improved motif discovery analysis of the same genome-wide Chro-
matin immunoprecipitation data for 203 yeast transcriptional regulators used
in a previously published regulatory map (Harbison et al., 2004). The dataset
comprise the position of binding sites for the regulators for which a confident
position specific matrix model is eiher previously know from literature or
it has been derived with the two motif discovery algorithm used (MacIsaac
et al., 2006). The dataset with binding confidence p = 0.005 and no conserva-
tion constraints across closely related species was considered for the analysis.
Promoter region was defined to be 1000 bp uspstream the transcription start
site. Position of transcription start site is calculated considering UTR defi-
nition taken from (Nagalakshmi et al., 2008) when available, otherwise start
codon was used. Based on this definition, binding sites were then assigned
to genes if their distance from transcription start site of the nearest genes is
less than 1000 bp. We excluded from the analysis ORF classified as dubious
according to (SGD) A binding site can also be assigned to two promoters
whether it is found closer than 1000 bp from the transcription start site of
two divergently transcribed genes. A regulatory edge is defined as including
all the binding sites of a specific regulator in a promoter.
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5.2 Natural genetic variation affecting bind-
ing sites within a species
A recent study on natural genetic variation in yeast population (Liti et al.,
2009) have been used to analyze the perturbations that naturally occurr on
S. cerevisiae regulatory interactions. In this study the genomes of 36 among
wild and domestic S. cerevisiae strains have been sequenced and aligned.
The data was mapped to the binding site location using genome annotation
downloaded from Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) on October 10th
2007 as in (Liti et al., 2009). Only single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
with a high sequence quality confidence level (p ¡ 10 e-30) were considered for
the analysis. Deletions were excluded from analysis. Binding sites that do
not show any SNP in any of the strains were defined as conserved at sequence
level. For each binding site sequence divergence was calculated considering
the maximum number of SNPs that affects the binding site across the strains,
normalized by the total number of base pairs of the BS.
5.3 Evaluating within species binding site con-
servation
The affinity of a binding site to the correspondent transcription factor gener-
ally correlates with its similarity to the score given by position specific scoring
matrix (PSSM) model (Berg and von Hippel, 1987; Stormo and Fields, 1998).
For each BS that show at least one high quality SNP its score was calculated
using log-likelihood position specific scoring matrices (PSSM) models pro-
vided by (MacIsaac et al., 2006) using custom routines written in Java (See
chapter Java Code) and BioJava (Holland et al., 2008). A binding site is
considered to be conserved if it scores at least 60% of the maximum possi-
ble score of its correspondent PSSM model as described in supplementary
materials of (Harbison et al., 2004).
5.4 Evaluating between species binding site
conservation
. Between species motif conservation was evaluated using the highest conser-
vation cut-off in the classification of binding sites conservation of (Harbison
et al., 2004) and (MacIsaac et al., 2006) that correspond to a binding site
score conservation of at least 60% of maximum score of the correspondent
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PSSM model in at least two out of other three sensu stricto Saccharomyces
species closely related to S. cerevisiae.
5.5 Evaluating transcriptional edge conserva-
tion
A regulatory interaction between a transcription factor and its target gene
(transcription network edge) is considered as conserved if at least one of
the binding sites for the transcription factor is conserved (at least 60% of
maximum score) in the promoter region of the target gene.
5.6 Gene importance
Essential genes were taken from Saccharomyces cerevisiae deletion project
web page (YDP). Genes that cause a slow growth phenotype when deleted
were taken from (Deutschbauer et al., 2005); Genes that cause an over-
expression phenotype when deleted were taken from (Gelperin et al., 2005;
Sopko et al., 2006);
5.7 Nucleosome occupancy
genes with two distinct patterns of nucleosome occupancy in their promoters,
Occupied Proximal Nucleosome (OPN) and Depleted Proximal Nucleosome
(DPN), were taken from (Tirosh and Barkai, 2008);
5.8 Network properties
. Transcriptional regulators were classified in three hierarchical levels, top,
core and bottom, following (Jothi et al., 2009). We excluded from the clas-
sification regulators that couldn’t be uniquely assigned to one of these three
hierarchical layers. Node in degree is defined as the number of transcription
factors regulating the target gene. Genes with transcriptional regulatory
activity were taken from (Segal et al., 2003);
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5.9 Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed in R. Chi Square test or Fisher’s test
were used to test for independence with categorical data, binomial generalized
linear model was used to test trend significance of continuous explanatory
variables. For distance effect a third degree polynomial generalized linear
model has been applied.
5.10 Integrative model
Binding site conservation within species and between species was predicted
fitting a binomial generalized linear model to the data. The model was de-
veloped with a stepwise strategy starting from a model including all the
determinants found to have an effect and including second order interaction
and excluding at each step the non significant terms starting from interac-
tion terms. Categorical classification of promoters into Occupied proximal
nucleosome (OPN) and Depleted Proximal nucleosome (DPN) according to
nucleosome occupancy was excludes from the model because of low cover-
age. 10-fold cross validation was used to validate model. Area under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (ROC AUC) was used to assess the
performance of the model.
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Chapter 6
Supplementary figures
These figures support the result chapter.
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Figure 6.1: essential target interactions
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Figure 6.2: essential target interactions
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Figure 6.3: essential regulator interactions
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Figure 6.4: essential regulator interactions
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Figure 6.9: Binding site redundancy interactions
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Figure 6.10: Binding site redundancy interactions
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Figure 6.12: Transcription factor redundancy interactions
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Figure 6.13: Transcription factor redundancy interactions
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Figure 6.14: Transcription factor redundancy interactions
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Figure 6.15: Transcription factors redundancy interactions
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Figure 6.16: subtelomeric location interactions
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Figure 6.17: subtelomeric location interactions
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Figure 6.18: subtelomeric location interactions
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Figure 6.19: Regulators interactions
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Figure 6.20: Regulators interactions
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Figure 6.21: Regulators interactions
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Chapter 7
Java Code
Code developed to map single nucleotide polymophisms to transcription facto
binding site and to score the binding site has been written in Java language.
package mirko;
import java.io.File;
import java.util.*;
import java.util.regex.*;
import org.biojava.bio.BioException;
import org.biojava.bio.seq.*;
import org.biojava.bio.dp.*;
import org.biojava.bio.symbol.*;
import org.biojava.utils.ChangeVetoException;
import org.cuc.SCresequencing.*;
import org.erasmusmc.utilities.TextFileUtilities;
public class WeightMatrixAnalysis {
String workDirectory = "/workdir/lehner/cere/match/";
String gffSet;
String outputDir = "/workdir/lehner/improved_map/";
Integer quality;
String gffFilename;
String type;
public WeightMatrixAnalysis(String gffSet,Integer quality,String type) {
this.gffSet = gffSet;
this.quality=quality;
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this.type=type;
gffFilename = outputDir + gffSet + "_arab_corrected_new.gff";
}
public void writeMotifSequence() {
String snpFilename = outputDir + gffSet
+ "/snp_table_tot_imputed_new.txt";
String outputFile = outputDir + gffSet + "/motif_sequences_all_strains.txt";
List<GeneAnnotation> gff = new MotifGFFLoader2(gffFilename).getGas();
SequenceManager manager = new SequenceManager(workDirectory);
List<String> lines = new ArrayList<String>();
Map<String, Set<String>> strainsMap =
new SNPsStrainsLoader(snpFilename,quality).getStrains();
for (GeneAnnotation ga : gff) {
String start = ga.getFirst().toString();
String end = ga.getLast().toString();
String motif = ga.getName().toString();
String key = start + " " + end + " " + motif + ";";
ga.setFirst(ga.getFirst());
ga.setLast(ga.getLast());
Map<String, ORF> sq = manager.getORF(ga, quality,true);
if (strainsMap.keySet().contains(key)) {
Set<String> strains = strainsMap.get(key);
String strand = "";
System.out.print(ga.getStrand().toString());
if (ga.getStrand().toString().equals("NEGATIVE")) {
strand = "-";
} else {
strand = "+";
}
for (String strain : strains) {
String line = ga.getName() + "\t" + ga.getTemplateID()
+ "\t" + start + "\t" + end + "\t" + strand + "\t"
+ strain + "\t"
+ sq.get(strain).getCodingSequence() + "\t"
+ sq.get("ref").getCodingSequence();
lines.add(line);
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}}
}
TextFileUtilities.saveToFile(lines, outputFile);
}
public Map<String, Sequence> getMotifSequencesWT()
throws IllegalSymbolException {
String gffFilename = outputDir + gffSet + "_arab_corrected_new.gff";
List<GeneAnnotation> gff = new MotifGFFLoader2(gffFilename).getGas();
SequenceManager manager = new SequenceManager(workDirectory);
Map<String, Sequence> results = new HashMap<String, Sequence>();
for (GeneAnnotation ga : gff) {
String start = ga.getFirst().toString();
String end = ga.getLast().toString();
String motif = ga.getName().toString();
ga.setFirst(ga.getFirst());
ga.setLast(ga.getLast());
Map<String, ORF> sq = manager.getORF(ga, quality,true);
String strand = "";
System.out.print(ga.getStrand().toString());
if (ga.getStrand().toString().equals("NEGATIVE")) {
strand = "-";
} else {
strand = "+";
}
String key = ga.getName() + "\t" + ga.getTemplateID() + "\t"
+ start + "\t" + end + "\t" + strand;
String sequence = sq.get("ref").getCodingSequence();
Sequence seq = DNATools.createDNASequence(sequence, motif);
results.put(key, seq);
}
return results;
}
public void WriteMotifScoresWT()
throws ChangeVetoException, BioException {
String outFile;
if(type=="bulyk"){
outFile=outputDir+gffSet+"/scores_wt_bulyk.txt";
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}else{
outFile=outputDir+gffSet+"/scores_wt.txt";
}
Map<String ,WeightMatrix> matrices = new
WeightMatrixLoader(type).getWeightMatrices();
Map<String, Sequence> sequences = getMotifSequencesWTFromFile();
Pattern s = Pattern.compile(" ");
List<String> lines = new ArrayList<String>();
String line = "";
for (String key:sequences.keySet()){
String[] keyfields =s.split(key);
String motif = keyfields[0];
String strand= keyfields[4];
if(matrices.containsKey(motif)){
WeightMatrix matrix = matrices.get(motif);
WeightMatrixAnnotator wmaOdds = new WeightMatrixAnnotator(matrix,
ScoreType.ODDS,0);
Sequence seq = sequences.get(key);
String name= seq.getName();
seq =
DNATools.createDNASequence(DNATools.reverseComplement(seq).seqString(),name);
DNATools.createDNASequence(seq.seqString().toString(),"seq");
System.out.println(seq.seqString());
Sequence seqodds = wmaOdds.annotate(seq);
int j=0;
float oddscore =0;
for (Iterator<List> it = seqodds.features(); it.hasNext() ;) {
Feature f_odds = (Feature)it.next();
System.out.println(strand);
System.out.println(j);
if (oddscore >
Float.parseFloat(f_odds.getAnnotation().getProperty("score").toString())){
}else{
oddscore =
Float.parseFloat(f_odds.getAnnotation().getProperty("score").toString());
++j;
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}}
line= key+"\t"+oddscore+"\t"+seq.seqString();
lines.add(line);
line="";
}
}
TextFileUtilities.saveToFile(lines, outFile);
}
public Map<String, Sequence> getMotifSequencesWTFromFile()
throws IllegalSymbolException {
String filename;
if(type=="bulyk"){
filename=outputDir + gffSet + "/motif_sequences_bulyk.txt";
}else{
filename=outputDir + gffSet + "/motif_sequences.txt";
}
List<String> lines;
File file = new File(filename);
String refKey = "ref";
lines = TextFileUtilities.loadFromFile(file.getAbsolutePath());
Pattern tab = Pattern.compile("\t");
Map<String, Sequence> results = new HashMap<String, Sequence>();
for (String line : lines) {
String[] fields = tab.split(line);
String[] keyArray = new String[5];
for (int i = 0; i < keyArray.length; ++i) {
keyArray[i] = fields[i];
}
String motifKey = join(keyArray, " ");
lines = TextFileUtilities.loadFromFile(file.getAbsolutePath());
Sequence seq = DNATools.createDNASequence(fields[5], refKey);
results.put(motifKey, seq);
}
return results;
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}public void writeMotifSequenceWT() {
String outputFile;
if(type=="bulyk"){
outputFile= outputDir + gffSet + "/motif_sequences_bulyk.txt";
}else{
outputFile= outputDir + gffSet + "/motif_sequences.txt";
}
String gffFilename = outputDir + gffSet + "_arab_corrected_new.gff";
List<GeneAnnotation> gff = new MotifGFFLoader2(gffFilename).getGas();
SequenceManager manager = new SequenceManager(workDirectory);
List<String> lines = new ArrayList<String>();
for (GeneAnnotation ga : gff) {
if(type=="bulyk"){
ga.setFirst(ga.getFirst()-10);
ga.setLast(ga.getLast()+10);
}
String start = ga.getFirst().toString();
String end = ga.getLast().toString();
String motif = ga.getName().toString();
Map<String, ORF> sq = manager.getORF(ga, 0);
String strand = "";
System.out.print(ga.getStrand().toString());
if (ga.getStrand().toString().equals("NEGATIVE")) {
strand = "-";
} else {
strand = "+";
}
String line = motif + "\t" + ga.getTemplateID() + "\t"
+ start + "\t" + end + "\t" + strand + "\t"
+ sq.get("ref").getCodingSequence();
System.out.println(line);
lines.add(line);
}
TextFileUtilities.saveToFile(lines, outputFile);
}
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public Map<GeneAnnotation, List<Sequence>> getMotifSequences()
throws IllegalSymbolException {
String gffFilename = outputDir + gffSet + "_arab_corrected_new.gff";
String snpFilename;
if(type=="bulyk"){snpFilename = outputDir + gffSet
+ "/SNPFromSequence_bulyk.txt";
}else{
snpFilename = outputDir + gffSet
+ "/SNPFromSequence.txt";
}
List<GeneAnnotation> gff = new MotifGFFLoader2(gffFilename).getGas();
SequenceManager manager = new SequenceManager(workDirectory);
Map<String, Set<String>> strainsMap = new SNPsStrainsLoader(snpFilename,quality)
.getStrains();
String refKey = "ref";
Map<GeneAnnotation, List<Sequence>> results =
new HashMap<GeneAnnotation, List<Sequence>>();
for (GeneAnnotation ga : gff) {
if(type=="bulyk"){
ga.setFirst(ga.getFirst()-10);
ga.setLast(ga.getLast()+10);
}
String start = ga.getFirst().toString();
String end = ga.getLast().toString();
String motif = ga.getName().toString();
String key = start + " " + end + " " + motif;
Map<String, ORF> sq = manager.getORF(ga, quality,true);
List<Sequence> sequences = new ArrayList<Sequence>();
if (strainsMap.keySet().contains(key)) {
Set<String> strains = strainsMap.get(key);
Sequence refSeq = DNATools.createDNASequence(sq.get("ref")
.getCodingSequence(), refKey);
sequences.add(refSeq);
for (String strain : strains) {
strain=strain.replace(’_’, ’.’);
strain=strain.toUpperCase();
Sequence strainSeq = DNATools.createDNASequence(sq.get(
strain).getCodingSequence(), strain);
sequences.add(strainSeq);
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}results.put(ga, sequences);
}
}
return results;
}
public Map<GeneAnnotation, Map<String, Float>> getMotifScores()
throws ChangeVetoException, BioException {
Map<String, WeightMatrix> matrices =
new WeightMatrixLoader(type).getWeightMatrices();
Map<GeneAnnotation, Map<String, Float>> results =
new HashMap<GeneAnnotation, Map<String, Float>>();
Map<GeneAnnotation, List<Sequence>> sequences = getMotifSequences();
for (GeneAnnotation ga : sequences.keySet()) {
System.out. print(ga.getName());
if(matrices.containsKey(ga.getName())){
WeightMatrix matrix = matrices.get(ga.getName());
WeightMatrixAnnotator wmaOdds =
new WeightMatrixAnnotator(matrix,ScoreType.ODDS, 0);
List<Sequence> seqlist = sequences.get(ga);
Map<String, Float> scores=calculateScore(wmaOdds, seqlist);
results.put(ga,scores);
}
}
return results;
}
public void writeMotifScores(){
String outFile;
if(type=="bulyk"){
outFile=outputDir+gffSet+"/scores_from_sequences_bulyk.txt";
}else{
outFile=outputDir+gffSet+"/scores_from_sequences.txt";
}
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List<String> lines = new ArrayList<String>();
Map<GeneAnnotation, Map<String, Float>> scores = null;
try {
scores = getMotifScores();
} catch (ChangeVetoException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (BioException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
for (GeneAnnotation ga:scores.keySet()){
String annot= new AnnotationToString(ga).get();
for (String strain:scores.get(ga).keySet()){
String score = Float.toString(scores.get(ga).get(strain));
String add= "\t"+strain+"\t"+score;
String line=annot+add;
lines.add(line);
}
}
TextFileUtilities.saveToFile(lines, outFile);
}
public Map<String, Float> calculateScore(WeightMatrixAnnotator wma ,List<Sequence> seqlist)
throws ChangeVetoException, BioException{
Map<String, Float> results = new HashMap<String, Float>();
for (ListIterator I = seqlist.listIterator(); I.hasNext();) {
Sequence seq = (Sequence) I.next();
String name = seq.getName()+"\t"+seq.seqString();
seq = DNATools.createDNASequence(DNATools
.reverseComplement(seq).seqString(), name);
System.out.println(seq.seqString());
Float score = new Float(0);
Location loc = null;
for (Iterator<List> it = seq.features(); it.hasNext();) {
Feature f = (Feature) it.next();
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if (score > Float.parseFloat(f.getAnnotation()
.getProperty("score").toString())) {
} else {
score = Float.parseFloat(f.getAnnotation()
.getProperty("score").toString());
loc = f.getLocation();
}
}
String max = "0";
String min = "0";
if(score > 0){
max = Integer.toString(loc.getMax());
min = Integer.toString(loc.getMin());
}
name = name + "\t"+ min +"\t"+max+"\t";
results.put(name,score);
}
return results;
}
public Map<String, Float> calculateRatios(Map<String, Float> scores){
Map<String, Float> ratios= new HashMap<String, Float>();
Float refscore= scores.get("ref");
for (String strain:scores.keySet()){
Float ratio = scores.get(strain)/refscore;
ratios.put(strain, ratio);
}
return ratios;
}
public Map<String, Map<String, Float>> getMotifScoresFromFile()
throws ChangeVetoException, BioException {
List<String> lines;
String filename= outputDir + gffSet + "/scores.txt";
File file = new File(filename);
lines = TextFileUtilities.loadFromFile(file.getAbsolutePath());
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Pattern tab = Pattern.compile("\t");
Map<String, Map<String,Float>> results =
new HashMap<String, Map<String,Float>>();
for (String line : lines) {
String[] fields = tab.split(line);
String key = fields[0]+"\t"+fields[1]+"\t"+fields[2]+"\t"+fields[3]+
"\t"+fields[4];
String strain = fields[5];
Float score = Float.valueOf(fields[6]);
if (!results.containsKey(key)){
Map<String, Float> scores = new HashMap<String, Float>();
results.put(key, scores);
}
results.get(key).put(strain, score);
}
return results;
}
public Map<String, Map<String,Float>>
getModifiedPromotersScores(String scoreType,String filt,int thresh) {
PromoterBuilder PB = new PromoterBuilder(gffSet,thresh,filt);
Map<String, List<String>> promoters = PB.getPromotersString();
PB.writePromoters();
Map<String, Map<String, Float>> Scores = null;
Map<String, Map<String,Float>> results =
new HashMap<String, Map<String,Float>>();
try {
Scores = getMotifScoresFromFile();
} catch (ChangeVetoException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (BioException e) {
// TODO Auto-generated catch block
e.printStackTrace();
}
for (String ga:promoters.keySet()){
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List<String> motifs = promoters.get(ga);
Map<String,Float> mutatedMotifs = new HashMap<String, Float>();
for (Iterator<String> i =motifs.iterator();i.hasNext();){
String motif = i.next();
if (Scores.keySet().contains(motif)){
Map<String, Float> strains = Scores.get(motif);
if (scoreType.equals("ratios")){
strains=calculateRatios(strains);
}
for(String strain : strains.keySet()){
String key = motif+"\t"+strain;
mutatedMotifs.put(key, strains.get(strain));
}
}
}
if (!mutatedMotifs.isEmpty()){
results.put(ga, mutatedMotifs);
}
}
return results;
}
public void writePromoterScores(String scoreType,String filt,int thresh){
Map<String, Map<String,Float>> scores =
getModifiedPromotersScores(scoreType,filt,thresh);
String filename= outputDir+gffSet+"/"+filt+"/"+"promoter_"+scoreType+".txt";
List<String> lines = new ArrayList<String>();
for (String ga:scores.keySet()){
for (String strain:scores.get(ga).keySet()){
String score = Float.toString(scores.get(ga).get(strain));
String add= "\t"+strain+"\t"+score;
String line=ga+add;
lines.add(line);
}
}
TextFileUtilities.saveToFile(lines, filename);
}
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public void writeMotifSnps(){
List<GeneAnnotation> gas = new MotifGFFLoader2(gffFilename).getGas();
SequenceManager manager = new SequenceManager(workDirectory);
String filename;
if(type=="bulyk"){
filename= outputDir+gffSet+"/SNPFromSequence_bulyk.txt";
}else{
filename= outputDir+gffSet+"/SNPFromSequence.txt";
}
List<String> lines = new ArrayList<String>();
for (GeneAnnotation ga:gas){
if(type=="bulyk"){
ga.setFirst(ga.getFirst()-10);
ga.setLast(ga.getLast()+10);
}
Map<String,List<Morph>> allMorphs =
manager.getMorphsForGene(ga,quality,false);
if(!allMorphs.isEmpty()){
for (String strain : allMorphs.keySet()){
List<Morph> morphs=allMorphs.get(strain);
if(!morphs.isEmpty()){
for(Morph morph:morphs){
if (morph instanceof SNP){
SNP snp = (SNP) morph;
String chr = snp.getTemplate();
String pos = Integer.toString(snp.getStartPos());
Character wt = snp.getChange().object1;
Character mut =snp.getChange().object2;
String change = wt.toString()+">"+mut.toString();
String errRate= snp.getErrorProbs().toString();
String motifStart = Integer.toString(ga.getFirst());
String motifEnd= Integer.toString(ga.getLast());
String motif = ga.getName();
String strand = "";
if (ga.getStrand().toString().equals("NEGATIVE")) {
strand = "-";
} else {
strand = "+";
}
String line= chr+"\t"+pos+"\t"+pos+"\t"+strain+
"\t"+change+"\t"+errRate+"\t"+motifStart
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+"\t"+motifEnd+"\t"+strand+"\t"+motif;
lines.add(line);
}
}
}
}
}
}
TextFileUtilities.saveToFile(lines, filename);
return;
}
static String join(String[] array, String delim) {
StringBuffer sb = join(array, delim, new StringBuffer());
return sb.toString();
}
static StringBuffer join(String[] array, String delim, StringBuffer sb) {
for (int i = 0; i < array.length; i++) {
if (i != 0)
sb.append(delim);
sb.append(array[i]);
}
return sb;
}
}
package mirko;
import org.biojava.bio.BioException;
import org.biojava.utils.ChangeVetoException;
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public class MotifsSNPSAnalyzer {
public static void main(String[] args)
throws ChangeVetoException, BioException {
String [] genesets= {"all_genes"};
String [] gffsets= {"p005_c1"};
Integer quality = 30;
int thresh=1000;
new WeightMatrixLoader("bulyk").WriteMaxScores();
for (String gffset:gffsets){
WeightMatrixAnalysis analysis =
new WeightMatrixAnalysis(gffset,quality,"bulyk");
analysis.writeMotifSnps();
analysis.writeMotifSequenceWT();
analysis.WriteMotifScoresWT();
analysis.writeMotifScores();
for (String geneset:genesets){
new PromoterBuilder(gffset,1000,geneset).writePromoters();
analysis.writePromoterScores("odds",geneset,thresh);
analysis.writePromoterScores("ratios",geneset,thresh);
}
}
}
}
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